
 

This goal is not just about 

making sure everyone has 

enough food to eat; it's also 

about making sure that food is 

safe and nutritious. Because the 

food we eat has to come from 

somewhere, this goal also 

directs attention to sustainable 

food production, resilient 

agriculture and local and global 

cooperation when it comes to 

investing in agricultural 

productivity.  

 

 

 

 

Find this cartoon and other lesson 

resources from the World’s Largest 

Lesson HERE. 

 

Learn the Facts:  

Access the following facts 

sheet, and share with your 

children for information 

about Goal 2: Zero Hunger 

HERE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://c15a759148e3465cc1e0-b5c37212e1d32204235caf5298e9144a.ssl.cf5.rackcdn.com/2016/06/A-To-Do-List-for-the-Planet_Page_03_Image_0001.jpg
https://c15a759148e3465cc1e0-b5c37212e1d32204235caf5298e9144a.ssl.cf5.rackcdn.com/2017/03/2.pdf


 

 

For your child in elementary:   

 

Activity 1: Caterpillars & Cornstalks is a fun take on Chutes and Ladders made by the Canadian 

Foodgrains Bank. This activity helps children gain a basic understanding of some of the factors 

that help and hinder the ability of small-scale farmers to grow food. Take the afternoon to play 

with your child, practicing critical thinking and reading comprehension along the way! 

 

For your child in middle years:   

Activity 1: 

Food from the Field by Canadian Foodgrains Bank will help your child learn about staple food 

from all around the world, particularly those who live with limited access to foods. Many of these 

foods are not commonly used in North America, but see if you can find some (hint: lentils) in 

your pantry, and make some of the recipes. 

Activity 2: 

In this video, a very animated food security expert Dr. Evan Fraser guides you through a crash 

course in climate change and food security. Explore the rest of the series and have your child 

summarize the videos either by drawing or text. 

Tip: Watch his other video: Introducing Solutions to the Global Food Crisis with your high 

school aged children! 

 

For your child in high school:   

This activity from the World’s Largest Lesson guides an inquiry in taking action against hunger, 

supported with written and video resources. Your child will employ unique assets and skills to 

create campaigns that raise awareness to the issue of hunger, both global and localized.  

 

Looking for more information on the Sustainable Development Goals?  

 

Read more in our free, downloadable guide, Sustainable Foundations: A Guide for Teaching the 

Sustainable Development Goals, which is also available in French. 

  

https://foodgrainsbank.ca/product/caterpillars-and-cornstalks/
https://foodgrainsbank.ca/product/food-from-the-field/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYq2elstFWQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raSHAqV8K9c&t=1s
https://c15a759148e3465cc1e0-b5c37212e1d32204235caf5298e9144a.ssl.cf5.rackcdn.com/2017/07/Using-Assets-in-the-fight-against-hunger-May-2018-Edit.pdf
http://mcic.ca/sustainable-foundations
http://mcic.ca/sustainable-foundations
http://mcic.ca/sustainable-foundations/fr

